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Executive Summary
This report provides a technical description of the first version of the web-based platform for
supporting the ColMOOC Virtual Community of Practice (VCoP). In this sense, the report
defines an initial set of functional requirements for the first version of the VCoP platform. Then,
it describes the technical approach for the development of the VCP platform, details its software
architecture, explains the resulting prototype, and showcases how this prototype is capable of
supporting the proposed use cases. A second, improved version of this VCoP platform is expected
for M36 in deliverable D6.2.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Purpose of this document

WP6 has the ultimate goal of creating a Virtual Communities of Practice (VCoP) in which
education stakeholders in general (with special emphasis on teachers and instructors) participate
in sharing their practical experiences on using Conversational Agents (CA) in their (virtual or
physical) classrooms. A Community of Practice is a “group of people who share a common
concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and
expertise in this area by interacting on an ongoing basis” (Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002,
pp. 4). A VCoP adds to Communities of Practice the ICT support for enabling additional means
for interaction, remotely and asynchronously through the Internet. As the ColMOOC VCoP plays
an important role in disseminating and sustaining the ideas of the project and fostering the
adoption of Conversational Agents, the functionalities of the platform need to tailor the usual
VCoP affordances to the particular needs of the project, notably the possibility to experiment,
play and tune up Conversational Agents for many prospective learning domains and levels.
Therefore, this document addresses the functional requirements for the platform by describing
some use cases relevant to the project. It then discusses technical alternatives to set up a platform
that complies with the functional requirements and that is easily sustainable beyond the project
lifetime (mainly that minimizes the effort and cost of technical maintenance). After appropriate
technological choices are made, a first prototype of the platform is built. This document also
illustrates how this prototype version support the selected use cases.

1.2

Document structure

The present deliverable is split into the following major chapters:
• Section 2 briefly reviews the concepts around communities of practice and presents some
examples.
• Section 3 defines the main functional requirements relevant for the ColMOOC VCoP
platform
• Section 4 reviews the technical alternatives for building a platform that can support the
selected use cases and be technologically sustainable beyond the project lifetime.
• Section 5 is focused on describing the technical architecture of the version 1 of the VCoP
platform, as well as the salient feature of the developed prototype.
• Section 6 will showcase how the developed prototype is capable of supporting the functional
requirements defined in Section 3.
• The deliverable is closed by section 7, which presents the main conclusions derived from this
Work Package.

1.3

Audience

This document is released to be public.
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2
2.1

Communities of Practice
The concept of Community of Practice

The term Community of Practice (CoP) was coined initially to describe the totality of the social
learning systems that originates around any particular activity (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Later,
Wenger (2011) defined CoPs as “groups of people who share a concern or a passion for
something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly”. Wick (2000) also
proposes the definition of “collaborative teams and communities of practice as entities that help
solve authentic problems” or “groups of professionals with similar task responsibilities”
(Johnson, 2001, p. 48). CoPs represent social learning spaces in which commitment derives from
identification with a shared domain of interest, a shared repertoire of tools and words and specific
modes of communication which emerge as a result of continuous collaboration (Wenger, 1998).
In this learning space, an internal social organization arises and it has different levels of influence
and prestige. Then, with time, members of the CoP share common artefacts, narrative practices,
knowledge and methods, so they become closer.
The community of practice focuses the attention on both the learning process and the
relationships and the exchanges to improve practices. Concerning the learning process, he
situated learning theory, born in the 1980s, showed an alternative method of learning overcoming
the traditional cognitive theory where knowledge passes from the teacher to the learner. This
theory affirms that learning is a continuous active and social process characterized from the
involvement in the socially constructed practice and the personal meaning that is associated with
the experience (Elkjaer, 1999; Lave & Wenger, 1991 Brown & Duguid, 1991). Within this new
approach, learning is conceived much more as a process involving practice and knowing in a
social context.
In addition, communities of practice emphasize the relationships between community members
that lead to learning. In this way people with the same practice are joined by “complex
relationships, self-organization, dynamic boundaries, ongoing negotiation of identity and cultural
meaning” (Wenger, 1988).
In summary, CoPs works for different aims including knowledge sharing, innovation and peer
learning. CoPs are very effective in learning processes of best practices through social relations,
in solving problems and finding solutions, because the community members ask to who has the
specific expertise, and in updating professional skills (Wenger & Snyder, 2000).

2.2

Virtual communities of practice

Virtual Communities of Practice (VCoP) can have different aims and objective compared with
the conventional ones. The main needs addressed by the virtual ones include socialization of
professionals that many not know each other personally (e.g. Jevack et al., 2014), and the share of
knowledge among them. ICT and web tools are important instruments that can help people that
are geographically or professionally isolated, to create social ties. Therefore, VCoPs are really
important to overcome the disciplinary and professional boundaries, especially for those who live
in rural areas (Rolls et al., 2008). Moreover, in conventional CoPs the interaction is based on
verbal communication and facial expressions and the membership is created according to norms
(Palloff & Pratt, 1999). On the contrary, VCoPs exist according to the description of a task,
activity or idea rather than a specific place. The communication is based on text-based
interactions, the use of multimedia and videoconferences. Some relevant aspects that make an
effective VCoP are the importance of voluntary and motivated participation on the part of
members (Ho, et al., 2010); the role played by leaders and facilitators (Nurani et al., 2012); and
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the provision of appropriate ICT infrastructure. Another important feature of the VCoP is that it
increases the distinction between the two types of participation, core and peripheral. Anyway, this
kind of CoP needs facilitators to help the members using it. In fact, it needs to be simple enough
to permit easy access and use and at the same time it needs to support content and dialogue that
meet the community requirements (McDermott, 1999). This passive participation has been
viewed as equivalent to the “legitimate peripheral participation” seen in more conventional CoPs,
through which members can learn about a particular domain and be encultured into its discourse
and forms of practice (Russell, et al., 2004). Another important aspect to be taken into
consideration for the cultivation and development of the VCoP is the facilitation and leadership
dimensions. The facilitators could play the role of engaging the users in different activities
“ensuring that the database of members is up to date; targeting messages to appropriate subgroups
based on members’ interests; reminding members of the opportunities for networking; and
affirming the principle of reciprocity” (Russell et al., 2004). Another crucial point to promote the
functioning of the VCoP is the informal interaction between the users involved that can help to
sustain the VCoP activities. Some experiences show the importance of promoting also these
aspects through dedicated staff, funding and ICT tools (Nurani et al., 2012).
Another critical element is the ICT structure on which the VCoP is based. In particular, aspects
such as usability and accessibility could be considered essential for the success of the VCoP.
Sociability also regards the support of the system to promote social interaction between the
participants in order to achieve common goals (Maloney-Krichmar & Preece, 2005). It needs to
be tailored on the needs of the target, aims and objectives of the community (Dube and Jacob,
2005).
The institutions could play an important role in promoting the VCoP activities, in particular
through the creation of established norms for the institution and the sponsoring of the initiative
with stakeholders that can include policy makers and scientific association as reference points of
the subject.

2.3

CoPs and VCoPs in education

The development of CoPs and VCoPs have been extensively used in education and some recent
examples include VCoPs for teachers and educational or instructional designers. There is a
growing recognition that VCoPs can be used as a model for teacher professional development
where teachers and educators reflect on their own practice in a collaborative and supportive
environment (Kirschner & Lai, 2007). In this context, the CoP can be developed for a specific
subject matter (e.g., teaching languages, history, mathematics) or transversal and innovative
topics for teachers (e.g., the pedagogical use of ICT). For instance, in a VCoP about the
pedagogical use of ICT, legitimate peripheral participation could include new teachers who
contribute based on their knowledge in ICT and established teachers who contribute based on
their knowledge in teaching and learning. Thus, each member can take the role of the expert or
novice according to his previous experience and knowledge.
VCoPs in teacher settings use technologies with the aim to respond to the individual and
collective needs of teachers and help them create learning processes in an atmosphere of openness
(Lieberman & Mace, 2010). Some virtual environments for CoPs include social networks sites
like twitter (Davis & Varma, 2015) and facebook (Wong, Kwan, & Leung, 2011). Other social
networks focus on exchanging teaching ideas and learning designs like Cloudworks (Conole &
Culver, 2010). Other technologies for educational communities include wikis like EduOntoWiki,
an environment for real-life narratives of educators build on ontologies (Petrucco, 2011) or email
groups for discussion like Mosaic Email Group (Brown & Munger, 2010) and Learning
Management Systems like Moodle (El-Hani & Greca, 2013). Although these technologies offer
many advantages for collective contributions and learning, there are also challenges for the
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involved community members. Some of the challenges are the evolution of participation, the
moderation of the community, the interaction between newcomers and experienced members
(Macià & García, 2016). Additionally, teachers´ time constraints and limited social support
(Pregner, Poortman, & Handelzalts, 2017) are factors that influence knowledge sharing and
professional development.
Another educational use of VCoPs regards e-learning and instructional or educational designers.
There is a growing interest in developing CoPs around Open Education Resources (OERs) or
Learning Object Repositories (LORs) with the premise that instructional designers can create, reuse and adapt educational resources for teaching and learning. Tosato, Arranz & Avi (2014)
highlight the importance to share OERs in CoPs towards contributing to a “knowledge society” in
the educational context and help teachers build on each other’s contributions. The added value in
creating CoPs around OERs lies in the reflection, communication and knowledge construction
between the community members. Thus, instructional designers and teachers can make their tacit
knowledge about teaching, learning and technology explicit to the community members and
benefit by exchanging their professional experiences (Schwier, Campbell, & Kenny, 2004).
CoPs have been also used in many educational technology projects with the aim to establish
collaborations between researchers, teachers and project stakeholders. Hung, Lee, & Lim (2012)
highlight that CoPs facilitate the diffusion of innovation in various educational technology
projects. The added value of CoPs is the knowledge shared between teachers and researchers who
have a diversity of perspectives and skills. Some projects in which CoPs were developed in order
to sustain the educational innovation focused on topics such as seamless collaborative learning,
learning in virtual worlds, and mathematical problem solving. Other examples of projects like the
eLIDA CAMEL project (Jameson, 2010) had a strong focus on building a CoP about designing
for learning. In this project, teachers, researchers and e-learning developers worked together to
share learning design examples and build pedagogical understanding about design for learning.
As such, VCoPs are increasingly used in educational settings with the aim to facilitate knowledge
exchange and better communication between teachers, instructional designers, researchers and
stakeholders of educational technology projects.
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3

Functional and technical requirements for the ColMOOC VCoP platform

Cambridge, Kaplan, and Suther (2005) provide a summary of core features that a VCoP platform
should provide, collected in Table 1. It should be noted that though they are referred to as
“technical features”, many of them refer to functional affordances.
Table 1: Expected technical features in a VCoP (Cambridge, Kaplan & Suther, 2005)
Relationships
Distributed
management

Learning
account

Member network profiles
Member
directory
relationship-focused
fields

with
data

Action

Knowledge

Project management

Keyword and full text searches
(site wide and by section)

E-learning tools

Task management

Structured
database
database tools

Assessments

Document collaboration

Digital stories

File version tracking

Idea banks

Narrated
Power
presentations

Point

Subgroups that are defined by
administrators or that allow
members to self join

Web
conferencing
webcasts

and

Online meetings/chat

Online meetings

File check-in and check-out

Web conferencing

Online discussions

Online discussions

Instant messaging

Online meetings

User control delivery modes
for
notifications
and
information

Website links

Web conferencing and online
meetings

Online discussions

Community activity reports

Interactive multimedia

Online discussions

Announcements

Variety of community member
roles and responsibilities

Individual
calendaring

and

group

Subgroup working spaces

and

Website links
Multiple
models
knowledge representation

for

Resources directly associated
with interaction

In addition, some of them are particularly important for the ColMOOC VCoP platform.
Therefore, the ColMOOC consortium discussed which requirements are relevant for the VCoP
developed in the project, starting from the proposal of (Cambridge, Kaplan & Suther, 2005), and
brainstorming on functionalities around the particular use of Conversational Agents, which is the
core of the project. After this discussion, the following functional and technical requirements
where agreed.

3.1

Functional requirements

The main motivation for the ColMOOC VCoP platform is that education stakeholders (mostly
teachers and instructors, but also institutions, policy makers and technology providers) can join to
discuss and reflect on the use of Conversational Agents in their online learning systems, sharing
their experiences but also sharing the information needed to set up a CA-mediated discussion
(namely, a description of the task proposed to the students, and a representation of the knowledge
domain model in a format that can be used by the ColMOOC Agent Player). As a place for social
rendezvous among education professionals, the platform should have a set of functionalities
which are common to many other VCoPs but, in addition, it should also feature specific
functionalities related to sharing, testing and commenting the particular artefacts related to
Conversational Agents.
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3.1.1 Generic functional requirements for the VCoP platform
The following sets of functionalities are required:
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

User registration: users should be able to create an account on the platform themselves.
When registering, they will be asked about data that will be shown in their public profile.
In order to avoid undesired uses, a community manager will have to activate the
accounts.
User groups: users should be able to request to join and leave existing groups, which
need to be authorized by their manager. Users can also request the creation of new
groups, but to avoid excessive group proliferation, the actual creation will need
authorization by a global manager. Each group will have a group manager, who will be
the platform manager for the most general groups, or another user for more specific ones.
There should be a discussion on the policy stating the need for new groups (e.g. separated
groups for different languages, for different knowledge domain, for different educational
level, etc). The members of the ColMOOC project can start this discussion, though it is
expected that with time the community will agree on its preferred way to self-organize.
Discussion forums: there will a forum discussion per group. Users will be able to start
new threads or post in existing ones.
Discussion chats: users will be able to engage in chat conversations with other users.
Polling systems: there will be an integrated polling system. Any user can call for votes.
Publication of content: each user will have a personal space where he or she will be able
to publish content (links, texts, images, videos). There will also be a space per group
where users in the group can publish the same type of content.
Content scoring: users should be able to rate (like/dislike) the content published by other
users.
Content recommendation: users will be able to recommend other users some particular
piece of content.
User rewarding: to promote user engagement, some sort of rewards (user levels –novice,
expert, guru…- or badges, for example) should be implemented. This functionality can be
integrated with the designation of new community managers (i.e. users can apply to
become community managers after they have reached a certain level of contributions
after a certain period in the community), which can also add to the sustainability of the
VCoP.
Subscription to changes: users will be able to register for notification of changes
filtering them (e.g. new posts in forums, new content in groups). Notifications can be
provided through RSS feeds or email.

Integration with social media: users will be able to share content they like on
social media, like Facebook or Twitter.

3.1.2 Specific functional requirements for the VCoP platform
The following set of functionalities, very specific to the usage of Conversational Agents, should
be supported:
•

•

Group together a set of basic resources concerning Conversational Agents: they will
include permanently the links to the ColMOOC editor and the ColMOOC player, in
addition to written or video tutorials, collections of tips and best practices, and other
related resources that are relevant to newcomers to the field. These group of resources
should be visible prominently in the VCoP platform, and may be updated by its managers
only.
Publishing CA discussion designs: instructors that have created a CA design (a problem
and a domain models with associated interventions) using the ColMOOC Editor, and that
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•

•

3.2

download this design in the format defined by the editor, will be able to use the VCoP to
share this file with other instructors. When doing so, they will add relevant information
such as language, student level, knowledge domain, etc.
Searching and downloading designs: users will be able to retrieve and download
designs, so that they can upload them to the ColMOOC Editor, in order to modify them
(if desired) and instantiate them, so that they can access to the corresponding task/agent
in the ColMOOC Player, and use them with their students.

Annotating CA discussion designs: users (either the creators or different ones)
can comment and discuss a design, to share their thoughts or actual experience on
using it.
User types

From the above listing of functionalities, it is obvious that not all users will have the same rights.
For the ColMOOC VCoP platform, the following types of users will be created:
•

•

•

•

3.3

Community members: they will represent the “regular” users. They will be able to
create new groups, pages and events in the platform, but they are published and visible by
others, they will have to be approved by a moderator
Community senior members: they will be able to create new groups, pages and events
in the platform, without the need of approval by a moderator. A gamification strategy can
be planned to promote from community to senior member, but in any case, this
promotion will be granted by an administrator.
Moderators: they will be able to create groups, pages or events in the Community. They
will also be in charge of moderating the creation of such artifacts made by community
members, by approving or rejecting them. In addition, they will have the potential to
delete comments made by others, when they are deemed inappropriate. Once again,
gamification can be used to reach to this role, but the VCoP administrator will need to
sanction that.
Administrators (or managers): they will configure issues of the VCoP platform such as
the layout of the initial screen, but their main duty will be related to user management
(activating user accounts, promoting users, blocking reported users…).

Other requirements

Besides the aforementioned functional requirements, the platform should comply to the
following:
•
•
•

•
•

Be friendly and easy to use.
Be accessible.
Be offered at least in English, but the consortium will aim at making all the relevant
functionalities available in the languages in which the ColMOOC pilots will be carried
out (Greek, Spanish, German and English).
Have a look and feel aligned with the ColMOOC style.
Comply to the European directives on data protection.
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4

Technical alternatives for developing the ColMOOC VCoP platform

4.1

Potential approaches to develop a VCoP platform

In the literature, different approaches can be found to build VCoP:
•
•

Based on the use of e-mail distribution lists (e.g., Rolls et al., 2008).
Based on existing general-purpose social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Youtube,
etc. (e.g., Rolls et al., 2016).
• Based on purpose-specific web-platforms (e.g., Bernett et al., 2014). Some of these
platforms are created with the specific goal of supporting VCoPs (e.g., Ning1 or Elgg2).
In other cases, these web-based VCoP platforms are based on extensions to widely-used
Content Management Systems (CMSs). For instance:
3
4
5
o The Joomla! CMS with extensions such as Community Builder , JomSocial or
6
EasySocial
7
8
9
o The Drupal CMS with extensions such as CiviCRM or Buddylist2
While the first two approaches can ease the deployment of a VCoP, the control over the
functionalities that can be offered is very limited. In particular, many of the requirements detected
in section 3 could not be achieved. On the contrary, CMSs are a well-known solution for allowing
non-technical users to update the contents of a web site without the support of a system
administrator, and are design considering extensibility in several ways, lending themselves well
to satisfy many of the requirements (both those related to user and content management, to the
integration of a sandboxed Conversational Agent Player). There is a plethora of existing CMSs,
many of which are the result of open-source projects. For the ColMOOC VCoP, the Joomla!
CMS has been selected. Several reasons were considered when selecting Joomla!: it is based on
the widespread PHP scripting language; it is a mature free and open-source CMS (first versions
dating back to 2005) with an active development community; it is extensible and tailorable,
thanks to the large set of available modules and plug-ins; and, in particular, there are a number of
mature add-ons to build social community sites. Besides, the partner leading this Work Package
had previous experience with Joomla, which decreases the learning effort and facilitates
maintenance during the project lifetime. In this sense, the following section discusses which one
is more convenient to create the ColMOOC VCoP platform.

4.2

Selection of a Joomla! add-on for the ColMOOC VCoP platform

After an overall assessment of existing Joomla! add-ons proposed by its development community
with the aim of supporting VCoPs, three of those add-ons were found as the most salient ones,
according to the feedback and ratings provided by the Joomla! community itself: Community
Builder, JomSocial and EasySocial. The following subsections provide a short description of the
main features of these selected add-ons, according to their documentation and to data coming
from the Joomla! community. They also carry out a comparison among these add-ons in terms of:

1

https://www.ning.com/
https://elgg.org/
3
https://www.joomla.org/
4
https://www.joomlapolis.com/
5
https://www.jomsocial.com/
6
https://stackideas.com/easysocial
7
https://www.drupal.org/
8
https://civicrm.org/
9
https://www.drupal.org/project/buddylist2
2
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their capabilities to support widely accepted functional features in VCoP platforms; their level of
support to the use cases defined above.

4.2.1 Description of main Joomla! add-ons
4.2.1.1 Community Builder
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urls:
o Extension in Joomla: https://extensions.joomla.org/extension/community-builder/
o Web page: https://www.joomlapolis.com/
Last update: version 2.4.1, March 05 2019
License: GPLv2 or Later
Type: Free download. It can be extended with extra (free or commercial) add-ons from
the Community Builder team
Pricing: https://www.joomlapolis.com/memberships (starts from 3 months at 89€). You
can buy all of them or only those add-ons that you need. The list is available at
https://www.joomlapolis.com/addons
Compatibility: Joomla 3
Includes: component, module, plugin
Popularity
o Score: 100
o Reviews: 280
Functionality:
o User
Manage the profile: first/middle/last name, social networks id
Identify users with first/middle/last name fields
Add photos to profile (canvas, portrait)
Add customised fields to the profile
View/edit the contact info
View the articles
View the blogs
View the forums
View the subscription
View the groups
View the activity
View/write on your profile Wall
Create blogs
Add a profile blog entry
Receive and give feedback on the profile book
View the last visitors to the profile
Gallery
o Interact with other users
View the user Lists with table/grid/list layout
View their contact info
View their articles
View their blogs
View their forums
View the groups they belong to
View their activity
View/write on their wall
Send private messages or emails to another users
Make requests connections and connect with other users
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•

•
•
•

Invite other users
Report users
o Groups
Create and join/leave common interest groups
Create/search events
Upload files
Add photos
Add videos
Post in the Wall and reply (text)
Add a post in the forums
Get the list of users
Invite other users to the group
Group types: open/approval/invite
Set a logo and canvas for the group
Set a category for the group
Pros & cons
o Pros:
The basic functionality is free
It seems easy to configure
Articles, blogs and forums
o Cons:
Like/dislike it is not available
Tags are not available
No announcements functionality
Forums:
o More than 19K topics
Documentation
o Online documentation
o Videos
Front-end and back-end:
o Responsive design
o User friendly
o Basic user interface

4.2.1.2 JomSocial
•
•
•

•
•

Urls:
o Web page: https://www.jomsocial.com/
Last update: Current version is 4.6.2 (December 2018), version 4.7.0 is announced.
License: GPLv2 or Later
o All images, manuals, cascading style sheets and included JavaScript are under
the IJOOMLA Proprietary Use License v1.0. These files cannot be redistributed
in any form without prior consent form iJoomla.com
o You can use the extension on more than one domain. However, the support is
only for the registered domain and for the length of the subscription.
o In order to be allowed to post a forum question/read forum answers you need an
active license
Type: pay per download
Pricing: 3 different types of licences: standard, professional or supercharged
o Standard: 6 Months for $99
o Professional: 6 Months for $149
o Ultimate (eBook, Iseo, Socialize Template). 1 Year for $299
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•
•

•

•

Compatibility: Joomla 3
Popularity
o 180K communities using Jomsocial
o 455 available add-ons
o It is available in more than 15 languages
o More than 8 years of development
o 200K community members
Functionality:
o User
§ Manage the profile: basic information, contact information, social
networks, biography
§ Identify users with first/middle/last name fields
§ Add photos, avatar and videos to the profile
§ Add our own fields to the profile and create different profile types, share
profiles on social networks
§ Set the privacy
§ Share the status
§ Add photos and videos
o Interaction among users
§ View the basic and contact information
§ Post a comment, photo or video on their wall
§ Add comments
§ Like, dislike, share
§ Add friends, view friend invites, friend suggestions
§ Create events and invite friends
o Groups
§ Create and join/leave common interest groups
§ View/search groups, groups’ suggestions, popular groups, trending
groups, latest groups.
§ Create announcements
§ Create discussions
• Reply
• Upload files to a discussion
§ Add photos
• Create albums
§ Add videos
• Create albums
§ Create events
• Set a category
• Event calendar for the group
• Share photos and videos
§ Activities
• View activities
• Feature activities (mark as an important)
Pros & cons
o Pros:
§ Easier to use because It is similar to Facebook
§ It can be customized
§ It looks pretty user-friendly
§ Like/dislike functionality
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o

§
§
§
Cons:
§
§

Discussions and announcements
Lots of add-ons
Suggestions, latest and trending
Tags are not available
No articles, blogs and forums concepts (maybe there are some add-ons
for that but very basic or paid download)

4.2.1.3 EasySocial
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

•

•

Urls:
o Extension in Joomla: https://extensions.joomla.org/extension/easysocial/
o Web page: https://stackideas.com/easysocial
Last update: Version 3.0.5 (March 18, 2019).
License: GPLv2 or Later
Type: Free download. It can be extended with extra (free or commercial) add-ons from
the CB team
Pricing: https://stackideas.com/easysocial/plans
o EasySocialPro: 6 months for $149
o EasySocialDeveloper: 6 months $299
Compatibility: Joomla 3
Includes: component, module, plugin
Popularity
o Score: 100
o Reviews: 76
o More than 100K Joomla! Sites use this extension
Extensions:
o EasyBlog: Blog extension for Joomla
o EasyDiscuss: Forum extension for Joomla
o Komento: Comment extension
Functionality:
o User
Manage the profile: basic information, contact information,
Education
Identify users with first/middle/last name fields
Add our own fields to the profile
Set a profile picture and a profile cover
Manage the privacy and the alerts
Create albums, add photos and videos to the profile
o Interact with other users
Share the status
Create an announcement (broadcast)
Create an event
Share files
Share a link
Share photos
Create polls
Share videos
View the basic and contact information
Post a comment, photo or video on their wall
Add comments
Like, dislike, share
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•

o Groups
Pros & cons
o Pros:
-

o

Cons:
-

Tag people
Set as favorite
Add friends, view friend invites, friend suggestions
View their videos, albums, friends, events, pages and followers
Follow someone
Mention other people using @mentions and #hashtag
Suggestions, latest and trending
Create and join/leave common interest groups
View/search groups by category
Rate a group
Create discussions
Create events
Create feeds
Create folders and files
List and contact members
Create announcements
Create tasks
Create polls
Create reviews
It has lots of functionalities
It is user-friendly
Like/dislike functionality
Pages
Discussions, events, feeds, files, announcements, task, polls and
reviews
Tags and mentions
Badges
It is not easy to customize
There are no suggestions, latest and trending
Tags are not available
No blogs and forums concepts (but it has extensions for that!)

4.2.2 Comparative analysis of the Joomla! add-ons
The selected Joomla! add-ons described in the previous subsection were analyzed in the light of
the most commonly functional features expected from a VCoP platform (see Cambridge, Kaplan
& Suther, 2005). The score sheet shown in Table 2 summarizes the analysis.

User functionality

Table 2: Comparative Analysis of Joomla Extensions according to their functional
descriptions in relation with common features reported in (Cambridge, Kaplan & Suther,
2005).
Feature

Community Builder

JomSocial

EasySocial

Profile information

****

****

****

Albums, photos, videos, avatar in the profile

***

*****

*****

Add fields to the profile

****

****

****

Manage the privacy

***

****

****
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Notifications

**

****

****

Blogs

***

**

***

Forums

***

**

***

View their profile and contact them

****

****

****

Post comments, photos or videos on their wall

**

****

****

Like, dislike, share

**

****

*****

Share a status, link, photo, video or file

**

***

****

List & search users, friend requests, friend
suggestions

**

***

****

Instant messaging and email

*

***

***

Tag people, follow and mention users

*

*

***

View their albums, videos, groups, events, etc.

***

****

****

Create events and invite users

*

***

****

Create, leave and join common interest groups

***

***

***

View, search groups by category

***

****

****

Post comments, upload photos, videos or files to the
group

**

****

****

Create events, announcements or discussions

***

****

****

Create tasks, polls or reviews

*

**

****

Support & documentation

***

****

***

Extensions

*

*****

***

UI Design

***

****

****

Price

****

***

***

63

87

94

Score (over 125)

Additionally, the three add-ons were analyzed concerning the desired functional features of the
ColMOOC VCoP, reported above. The analysis is summarized in Table 3.

Content
management

Management of
participants

Table 3: Comparative Analysis of Joomla Extensions according to the desired
functionalities for the ColMOOC VCoP platform.
Feature

Community Builder

JomSocial

EasySocial

User management and profiling

Yes

Yes

Yes

Role management and profiling

Partly

Partly

Partly

Group management

Yes

Yes

Yes

Personal and shared workspaces

Partly

Partly

Partly

User controlled notifications (reminders, newsletters

Partly

Partly

Partly

Searching and Browsing

Partly

Yes

Yes

Recommendations

No

Partly

Partly

Resource annotation (ranking, labelling, etc.)

Partly

Partly

Partly

Resource management (upload, remove, share, etc.)

Partly

Yes

Yes
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Multimedia resources (text, audio, video, etc.)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Web link suggestions

Partly

Partly

Yes

Messaging

Yes

Yes

Yes

Discussion forums

Yes

Yes

Yes

Notifications

Yes

Yes

Yes

Voting

No

No

Yes

Repository

Yes

Yes

Yes

According to the analysis summarized in the tables above, EasySocial showed the best
trade-off and therefore is selected as the basis for the ColMOOC VCoP Platform.
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5
5.1

Architecture and prototype of the ColMOOC VCoP platform
Current prototype

After selecting Joomla! as a CMS with EasySocial as an add-on to set up a VCoP platform, we
devised the architecture shown in Figure 1. On the server side, a web server will host the
installation of Joomla! and EasySocial, and databases for both systems, which will contain all the
data created in the VCoP (users, groups, pages, CA designs, etc.). The user will access them using
any regular web browser, which will download web pages from the server, including JavaScript
code that will provide dynamism to the user experience.

Figure 1: Architecture of the prototype
It should be noted that Joomla! along with EasySocial allow to meet all the generic VCoP
requirements listed in section 3.1.1 with some configuration, so after installing the software, some
of this basic customization needs to be made. Next, the look and feel needs to be set up to
integrate well with the rest of the ColMOOC software elements. For that, ColMOOC logos and
colors haven been selected following the guidelines of Deliverable 7.1.
After that, the different types of users have been defined. Currently, users can self-register, their
default profile is community members, and their registration has to be approved by the manager.
The roles of community senior members and moderators are also defined with their associated
functionalities.
The next implementation decisions concern the specific requirements related to sharing
conversational agent designs, as listed in section 3.1.2. In this prototype, we have created a new
type of Joomla Page called “Conversational Agent Domain Model”. As a page in Joomla is a
container of resources, including files, but also allowing descriptions, comments and discussion,
this will allow to meet the requirements. The regular permissions will apply to share new domain
models: every user will be able to do it, but regular community members will need that these
newly created pages are approved by moderators before they are seen by others.
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Finally, the VCoP must offer a collection of basic resources relevant to newcomers to the
Community, that want to learn how to use Conversational Agent in their lessons and courses. To
do so, the main menu of the platform (which is always visible) has been tailored to include the
following items:
•

•

•

Basic static content about conversational agents (section “Conversational Agents
Primer”): this is a Joomla page with links to videos, tutorials, papers and other resources
that explain Conversational Agents and their use.
A group called “Meet the experts” where the ColMOOC project partners will contribute
actively. Besides answering questions posted in a forum, having a collective blog is
feasible.
A section called “CA demo and samples” with links to the ColMOOC editor and player,
demonstration videos (to be produced) and some pages of the special type created for this
project (“Conversational Agent Domain Model” pages) with carefully selected CA
designs that are well documented and that users can reuse not to start from scratch.

The prototype has been deployed in a Linux Virtual Machine hosted by Universidad of Valladolid
and is now available at http://colmooc.gsic.uva.es. Note that this link points to a prototype that
is currently in evolution (screenshots in the following section were taken on May 29, 2019, and
therefore future visits will probably perceive some changes).

5.2

Pending technological issues

The current prototype has some badges defined for gamifying the participation in the VCoP, but
has not defined a gamification policy to promote between user levels. This is something that
remains to be done.
Also, some functionalities may be tuned up once we start to publish content. For example, when
sharing the Conversational Agent designs, these pages can be customized for the specific file type
that is decided to export/import them in the ColMOOC editor, or some additional metadata may
be found to be interesting.
Finally, the URL to access the VCoP needs to be changed somewhere under the colmooc.eu
domain.
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6

Illustrative use cases of the prototype

This section illustrates with commented screenshots the different steps that users need to follow
to fulfil some of the most relevant use cases with the current prototype.

6.1

User registration

Users can register freely. For that purpose, they must click the “Register Today” button and then
in the next screen introduce basic data, including their email, which will be used as their unique
ID. By default, users are Community members, although they could apply for registration with
another profile. These two screens are illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Figure 2: Screen where users can start the registration process
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Figure 3: Screen where users input their account data
After users are registered, they need to wait until their account is approved by a manager. In the
meantime, all they can see is that they are waiting for account approval (see Figure 4 left). The
manager receives an email notifying the new user registration, and access the VCoP where the
data of the new user are displayed (see Figure 4 center). If the account is approved, the user
receives a message notifying that fact (see Figure 4 right).

Figure 4: Steps through the activation of a new user account
After users log in, they find a (customizable) layout of the VCoP as shown in Figure 5, where the
most relevant functionalities are easily accessible. Among other things, the main menu shows
items that contain relevant information concerning the core focus of this CoP, namely the use of
Conversational Agents in education. Also, the user can see the recent activity in the community,
and the current groups (i.e. groups that the user has registered to). By default, every user is added
to some groups, including one where they can ask others (including the members of the
ColMOOC project) about Conversational Agents.
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Figure 5: Sample initial screen once the user has registered. Note that it can be customized.

6.2

Group management

Groups offer a way of maintaining sub-communities, i.e. subsets of members of the community
with a particular link in common (for example, their language, the domain where they teach or the
age level of their students). Users can be invited or request to join a group, and the creator of the
group controls that. Within a group, announcements and discussions can take place, that are only
for the members of the group. Also, resources can be shared within the group, including
Conversational Agent designs. En EasySocial, groups can be categorized. For these prototypes, a
specific type of group has been defined related to “Conversational Agents”, while the default
“General” category has been maintained.
The functionalities concerning group management are inherited from EasySocial. Users can
create or remove groups, and manage the membership of user to their groups. Figure 6 shows a
screen where users can search for existing groups by several criteria, can request to join any of
them by clicking on “Join”, or can create new ones by clicking on “New Group”.
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Figure 6: In this screen, the user can search for groups using categories, request to join
them, or create new ones.

6.3

Creating and sharing Conversational Agent design

One of the key points of participating in the ColMOOC VCoP is sharing the design of tasks and
Conversational Agent designs that are created using the ColMOOC Editor. This way, other users
need not make the effort to create new agents from scratch. They could use existing ones to
modify them in many possible ways (e.g. translate them; extend or reduce them; reuse the
knowledge formalization to address a different task within the same domain; etc.). In order to
share a CA design, the user should select “Pages” and click on “New page”, as shown in Figure 7.
In the next screen, instead of a generic page, the user should select the category termed as
“Conversational Agent Domain Model”. After that, the user must provide some information about
the page, including a title, detailed description and access policy (i.e. only for invited participants,
all members of the group…). When a regular user (community member) creates this page, it has to
wait for approval by a moderator before it can be seen by others (note this step is not necessary
for community senior members). All this is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: In this screen, the user can search for groups using categories, request to join
them, or create new ones.
When pages creation is approved, they can be searched by others, as shown in Figure 8. As for
groups, searches can be guided by several criteria including the category pages belong to, which
makes it easy to find Conversational Agent designs.

Figure 8: Screen where users can search for pages, including those sharing Conversational
Agent designs.
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Several actions are possible within a “Conversational Agent Domain Model” page, as shown in
Figure 9. Owners can manage how other users can access this content, they can upload and
describe files containing the Conversational Agent design (in the file format produced by the
ColMOOC Editor), and a discussion can be opened to ask and answer questions, and to share they
insight and even experiences of reuse of this Conversational Agent.

Figure 9: Two screens that illustrate possible actions on a page containing a Conversational
Agent design.
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7

Conclusions and future work

A VCoP has been set up for the ColMOOC project, with the aim to engage practitioners to learn
and share their experiences about the usage of Conversational Agents in their Learning designs.
The platform implements a set of generic functionalities typical of a CoP, like registering users,
creating groups and sharing and commenting content. It has also implemented functionalities and
created specific spaces that relate to the particular focus of the CoP, namely sharing and searching
agent models and discussing about their educational set up.
The forecoming work in the following months concerns two aspects. On one side, there are some
technological improvements to be carried out on the VCoP platform, as listed in section 5.2.
Others may be detected and implemented with the use.
The most important line of immediate work, however, has to do with the actual building of the
community that uses the proposed platform. This community shall be integrated by instructional
designers, educators, content providers, institutions and other stakeholders that want to learn and
share experiences of using Conversational Agents in education. Clearly, the seed of the
community will be formed by researchers and educators of the ColMOOC project, that will
document with care all the lessons learned from project pilots. But, beyond that, the partners will
define means to attract other educational practitioners to join and sustain the CoP, with, at least,
the following actions:
•

•
•
•

Offering information in the pilots, in which students will experience activities of debate
mediated by Conversational Agents, on how these agents can be configured and used for
their own interest. This is particularly relevant in the MOOC on “ICT in the classroom”,
in which participants will be in-service or pre-service teachers, seeking for new
technological tools to use in their physical or remote teaching.
Reaching out to networks of in-service teachers, offering documentation and support to
start using Conversational Agents, and encouraging them to join the VCoP.
Spreading tutorials and materials to Faculties of Education, so that can use and promote
the use of Conversational Agents, asking them to share experiences with the VCoP.
Showing the communities of instructional designers of the learning platforms involved in
the project (MiriadaX, LearnWorld and Open eClass) the potential of the Conversational
Agent module already available in those platforms thanks to the ColMOOC project,
encouraging them to use it in new courses and sharing the experience in the VCoP.

The results of these and other interventions should help grow a community of educational
practitioners that interact through the VCoP platform described in this report.
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